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The frequency response analysis of switched networks plays a very important part 
in designing various kinds of power converter circuits. In this thesis two frequency 
response techniques for analyzing switching power converters are discussed. One 
method provides a mathematical description which treats the converter as a periodic time 
varying system. A linearized small signal model is subsequently derived. The major part 
of the thesis concentrates on this accurate exact small-signal technique. The derivation · 
2 
involves state space representation and the use of the time varying transfer function. A 
Fourier analysis is performed to show the relationship between the frequency response of 
the network and the time varying transfer function. The obtained expressions are in 
closed form. The method has proven to be exact. The complexity of this technique is 
overcome by automating its derivation in conjunction with a circuit simulator. An 
alternative method, relying only on a sampled-data representation, is also derived, which 
provides a less complicated algorithm. However the accuracy of this method suffers, 
particularly at high frequencies. The accuracy of the exact small-signal technique is 
verified by experimentation. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Power processing by use of de-to-de switching converters is an important power 
conversion form. Circuit topologies used for de-to-de power converters form a basis 
from which other types of switching converter circuits such as ac-to-de, dc-to-ac and ac-
to-ac power converters may be derived. All forms of power processing circuitry are 
simply time-interval modulated switched networks. As high performance power 
processors, these converters are required to achieve a high efficiency, an acceptable 
transient response and an ability to overcome external disturbances. As with most 
systems where accuracy is required in the performance specifications, a de-to-de 
converter is usually enclosed in a feedback loop. Figure 1 shows a schematic 
representation of the closed loop de-to-de converter system. The output voltage Vo is 
sensed and compared with a reference voltage V nt· The difference signal v. is amplified 
and the output signal of the amplifier Vc is processed by the modulator. The modulator 
converts Vc to a fonn which may be used to control the output voltage of the converter. 
The purpose of the feedback loop is to counteract any disturbance in the power source 
voltage v, and the load current i,. In order to derive the transfer functions of the network 
we need to decompose the instantaneous signals to find the small signal deviation terms, 
and then linearize these terms to build a small signal model so that a mathematical 
description can be found. The specifications of power converter systems usually dictate 
satisfying the following two criteria. Output voltage variations caused by variations of 
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3 - -function Vo(s )/ v ,(s) is defined to investigate the relevant dynamic property. Another 
performance criterion is the requirement that the effect of load current variations on the 
output voltage is below a certain factor over a specific frequency range. We can simulate 
A 
a perturbation current source i, across the load resistor, as shown in Figure 2. The 
- A transfer function describing this property is defmed as Vo(s)/ i,(s). This criterion therefore 
relates to the magnitude of the output impedance being below a certain level over a 
specific frequency range. Both transfer functions depend heavily on the loop gain of the 
system. The loop gain includes an important transfer function, the relationship between 
control signal and output voltage ;o(s)/ ;Js). From Figure 1 we can see that the error 
signal v6 is amplified and used to control the converter power stage to counteract the 
effect of the external interference which has caused the output voltage variation. This 
thesis concentrates on the frequency response analysis of the open loop transfer functions 
of converter power stages. Both control to output and input to output open loop transfer 
functions will be investigated. The results provide Bode plots of the relevant responses. 
This graphic representation is easy to use in further analysis. 
Presently there are a wide variety of techniques for the frequency analysis of 
power converters. However an accurate method over any arbitrary frequency range is yet 
to be developed, which will be the objective of Chapter IV of this thesis. Chapter IV 
extends the work of [ 1 ] and [ 2 ] results which can be applied to analyze any periodic 
time varying piecewise linear system. 
A switched network is controlled by a switching device. It may involve several 
topologies. In power electronics the term "topology" is equivalent to "circuit". The time 
varying nature of a switched network is inherent. Any variation of switching times 
caused by external interference will affect state variables of the network. As we will see 
in later discussion, the exact small signal technique provides us with a frequency 









FiKure 2. Determining the effect of output current variations i0 on the - A A output voltage v0 by using a perturbation source i8 ( = io ). 
4 
5 
seen to be a drawback in certain instances. Some converter designers may be satisfied 
with a variety of relatively simpler methods. One of them is the state space averaging 
method, which presents either a mathematical description or an equivalent circuit model. 
The choice of which route to follow is a matter of practical convenience. The basic 
concept of this method is to avoid the "multi - topology" problem. In order to reduce 
ripples in output de voltage, the converter generally has a ftlter in its output stage, which 
has a large time constant. The converter usually operates at a very high frequency, that 
means, its switching period is much shorter than the time constant of the output ftlter. 
Since the switching ripple can be neglected, it is possible, by applying a linear 
approximation, to find a single circuit model which contains comprehensive information 
of the dynamic property for all involved topologies. Since this technique represents only 
an approximation of the actual system it results in inaccuracy and its application is 
limited. Besides the exact method an alternative method which utilizes a discrete or 
sampled-data representation is presented in Chapter III. The switched network is 
regarded as being sampled at the switching frequency rate. The word "sampling" used in 
this case means that only the states at the switching instants are evaluated. The basic idea 
of the sampled-data representation is to find the difference equation relationship between 
two successive samples of the perturbed signal. The merit of this discrete technique is 
that the complexity of taking account of all details occurring between two successive 
samples is avoided, thus the derivation is significantly simplified. However, the sampling 
theorem applies in this case, which says that the sampling frequency should be at least 
twice the highest frequency in the signal to attain an non-aliasing signal reconstruction. 
If the sampling frequency is fixed, the highest frequency component of the signal which 
can be accurately reconstructed is half of the sampling frequency. The drawback of the 
sampled-data representation is that the upper limit of the frequency range is restricted. 
6 
In the next chapter we will derive a small signal model, which will be applied in 




OF SWITCHED NE1WORKS 
In this chapter we will find a mathematical description for general switched 
networks. The basic objective is to derive a linearized small signal model and an 
expression for calculating the steady state operating points. Looking at the equivalent 
circuit of a switching power converter we see that a series of different topologies emerge 
consecutively, and the whole process repeats itself. A topology changeover is not solely 
governed by the switching device. This particular switching operation is different from 
that of ordinary switching circuits, which are either in an ON or an OFF state. The 
number of topologies can be more than two. Another important property , the periodicity 
of the switched network, enable us to investigate the system in a limited time period. The 
information included in such a time period is sufficient for a complete dynamic 
description of the network. We can divide this period into several subintervals. Each 
topology is active within its corresponding subinterval. We defme an integer value N s as 
the number of the topologies included in one time period. The following is a general 
state space representation for a typical time varying system 
x(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) 
y(t) = C T(t)x(t) + E(t)u(t) 
( 2- la) 
( 2- lb) 
When the network is periodic and piecewise linear, it is possible to write a set of 
linear time invariant (L Tl) state equations. Each one is valid in the corresponding 
subinterval. Thus the following expression is an alternate representation of ( 2 - 1 ) 
8 
. 
x(t) = A,x(t) + B,u(t) ( 2- 2a) 
T 
y(t) = C, x(t) + E,u(t) 
for t, < t< t, •• i e ( 1, 2, ... , N,) ( 2- 2b) 
The network description deals with a number of topologies. Figure 3 shows the block 
diagram of such a topology described by an L n state space representation. Note that this 
representation of the network presents no information on how the control input signal 
r(t) affects the states. The input matrix B, describes only the relationship between the 
states and the input u(t) , which is the fluctuating power source voltage, and E, relates 
u(t) to the output. The control input signal r(t) is basically a time quantity, which 
directly controls the time duration in which the switching device is "ON'' or "OFF'. By 
varying the time length during which a certain topology is active, this control signal may 
change the energy stored in some capacitor or inductor, and thus affect the states. Since 
the control signal has such a special form, we will fmd that when writing the differential 
equations it's difficult to fmd proper input and output matrices B, and E, to handle such a 
time quantity input signal. However we can consider an alternative to solve the problem. 
We can use the state equations ( 2 - 2a ) and ( 2 - 2b ) and fmd its solution. As shown in 
Figure 3 the state equation has the form x = f(x,u). Since the solution of the equation, 
state x(t) is a function of time t, and the control signal is also a time variation, it is 
possible to find the relationship between the states and the control input signal. The 
matrices B, and E, obtained don't deal with the control signal. The solution of the 
differential equation x(t,) is a function of time t. Since control signal is also a time 
quantity , the state x(t,) can be expressed as a time function. 
The frequency response analysis is derived from a small signal model. We need 
to separate instantaneous signals into steady state terms and small perturbations. The 
control signal r(t) can be expressed as 
...... n'3+X 10=A .... ........ 




r(t) = R + rJ,t) = R + r pt/(J)t 
10 
(2-3) 
All those terms with a caret refer to the small perturbations, and the capitalized terms 
refer to steady state components. The perturbation term has a sinewave form. With such 
an assumption for the input signal it will be convenient to fmd the its relationship with 
output The fluctuating input voltage is expressed in same way. - -u(t) = V, + v,(t) = V, + uej(J)t (2-4) 
There are other variables involved in later derivation. The time t, , denotes the 
time instant at which a topology changeover occurs. It can be separated as 
A 
t, = T, + t; (2-5) 
If there is no disturbance the topology changeover will occur at the time instant T,. 
A A 
Otherwise it may occur earlier or later by a small time shift t, . Note that t, can be less 
than zero. The following expressions for state variables also hold. -x(T,) = X (T,) + x(T,) -x(t,) = X (t,) + x(t,) 
Substituting ( 2 - 5 ) in ( 2 - 6b ) gives 
A - A 
x(t,) = X (T, + t,) + x(T, + t,) 
( 2- 6a) 
( 2- 6b) 
(2-7) 
After performing Taylor expansion, for the frrst term at X (T,) and for the second term at 
-
x(T,) respectively, we find an approximation for ( 2 - 7 ) 
A " A A 
x(t,) = X(T,) + X(T,)t, + x(T,) + x(T,)t, (2-8) 
The first term is the steady state. The second and third tenns are ftrst order perturbations. 
These are the variables we will use to build the small signal model. The last term is a 
product of perturbations. For small signals we can ignore this high order small quantity. 
Then 
A -
x(t,) = X (T,) + X (T,)t, + x(T,) (2-9) 
The switched network is a piecewise linear system. We have assumed that the 




T2 ... T, T,+1··· 
t1 t, 
Fi~ure 4. Timing for one operating cycle. 
12 
timing of the whole switching period T, . As shown in Figure 4, each subinterval 
A 
experiences a time perturbation t, , based on the steady state switching time T, 
i e ( 1, 2, ... , N. ). This is a general case consideration. For a specific converter some of 
these time perturbations may not exist In this case we can set them to zero. Now we 
can fmd the mathematical description for one subinterval. The state equation for the 
switched network, given by ( 2 - 2a ) and ( 2 - 2b ), are rewritten 
x(t) = A,x(t) + B,u(t) 
T 
y(t) = C, x(t) + E.u(t) 
for t, < t < t ••• i E ( l, 2, ... , N I ) 
The solution of the state equation for the i- th subinterval is given by 
1
t 
A#-0 A#-~ x(t) = e x(t.) + e B ,u( 'r)d'r for t • < t < t, •• 
tl 
The value of the state at the end of this subinterval can be calculated 
1 
tl+l 
x(t, •• ) = eAJ(tl+l -t~>x(t,) + eAJ(tl+l- "'B,u( 'f)d'r 
tl 
( 2- lOa) 
( 2- lOb) 
(2-11) 
( 2- 12) 
The variables in expression ( 2 - 12 ) are large signals. Since the time variables t, and t, •• 
are exponents, expression ( 2 - 12 ) is a non - linear expression. What we need is a linear, - -small signal model which gives the relationship between x(T, •• ) and x(T,). Note that 
T..1 and T, may not be t, •• and t, , the exact time instants the topology changeovers occur. 
Now we put the input signal, which is expressed in the form given by ( 2- 4 ) -u(t) = V, + uej(J)t 
in expression ( 2- 12 ). Then 
1
tl+l 1tl+l -
x(t ... ) = e AJ(tl+l- tl>x(t,) + e A l(tl+l- "'B • V, d'C + eAJ(tl+l- ~ B ,uei (J)'C d-r 
I ~ 
( 2- 13) 
Evaluating the integral yields 
x(t •• ~)= eAI(tl+l -t~>x(t,) + (A,-I)(e Al(t,.I-t•>-l)B,V, 
+ (jrol-A,flejOJt"'t(l- e·(jOJI-A,)(t,.t-tt">)B,; 
A A 
Then substituting t, = T, + t, and t,.t = Tt.t + ~.~ in the right side of ( 2 - 14 ) gives 
A A 
x(Ti+t + ;i+t) = eA,[<T, •• +t, •• >- <T, +t,>]x(Ti + ;i) 
A A 
+ (A,yt{eA,£<7i •• -+~, •• > -<7i+t,>l -I)B,V, 
+ (jro 1- A,)-t ei(J) cr,.. +t,••lJ- e -(itoi-A)[(T,..+i,..>- (T, +t, )]]B; 
= eA,[(T,.. -T,) - (i, •• -i, >lx(T, + i,) + (A,rl ( tUI+t -1i>e At (i, •• -i,)- l)B, V, 
13 
( 2- 14) 
+ (jro 1- A, f 1eiOJ7i •• ;;, •• [/- e -(jOJI-A,)(1i •• -1i>e -(jOJI-A,)(;, •• _;,)]B,; ( 2- 15) 
A A 
Expression ( 2 - 15 ) is a nonlinear function of t, and t,.t because the time 
A 
perturbations t, and t,., appear as exponential tenns. They can be linearized by replacing 
A A 
the exponential tenns containing t, and t,.t with the zeroth and the first order terms of 
their Taylor expansion 
A A 
e:%= 1 +x ( 2- 16) 
Note that in( 2 - 9 ) X (T,) may be written as A X (T,) + B, V, , such that 
A • A ,... A ,... 




x(T,.t + t,.t) =X (T,.t) +[A ,.,X (T,.t) + B,.t V,]t~+a + x(T,.t) ( 2- 18) 
The expression ( 2 - 15 ) can be written as 
A -
X(T,.t)+ [A,.,X(T,.t)+ B,.tV,]t,.t +x(T~+t) 
A A 0 A -
= eAg, •• -7i)[/ +A,( t,.,- t, )] [X(T,) + X(T,) t, + x(T,)] 
+A,-1( eAt(li.s-1i>[I+A,(;,.,- ;,)] -I)B,V, 
1 A 
+ [(jmi-A,f ejaJ1i •• (1+jmt,.a)] 
14 
Now we drop the product of perturbation terms, which are second order quantities, and 
separate the zeroth order and first order terms in both sides of ( 2 - 19 ). Then a small 
signal model and an expression for steady states are obtained 
;(T,.t) = eAi(TI+1 -7i) ;(T,) + eAi(TI+1 -T1>(A,X(T,) + B;V,) ;,.1 
+ (jmi _ A;)-1 ejco1i+1[I _ e ·Ucoi-A 1 )(T/+1 -1i1B~~ 
A A 
- A;.tX(Tt.t)i+l - Bi+1 V,ti+l ( 2-20) 
X(T;.t) = eAi(T1+1-T1>X(T;) + A;-1(eAi(TI+1 -T~> - I)B;V, ( 2- 21 ) 
A 
In the second term of the right side of ( 2 - 20 ), the coefficient of ti+l can be written as 
eA;(Ti+1-TI)(A;X(T;) + B;V,) 
= eAg,+1 -1i)A 1X(T;) + eA;(TI+l -TI)B;V,- B;V, + B;V, 
= eA1~+1 -1i>A 1X(T,) + (eA;(T,+1-T1>- I )B; V, + B;V, 
=A;[/g,+1 -7i>x(T;) +A;-1(/g,+~-7it I )B;V,] +B,V, 
=AX(T; •• )+B;V, ( 2- 22) 
Expression ( 2 - 20 ) becomes 
;(T;+t) = eAi(T/+1- T~>;(T,) 
A 
+[{A; -A; •• )X(T;.t)+ (B;- B; •• )V,]t;.l 
+ (jm I- A;f1 ejco 1i+•[ I- e -Ucoi-A,)(li+, -1i1B; ( 2- 23) 
Let ~ = eAi(TI+1- T1) (2-24) 
~~=(A; -A; •• )X(T;.t)+ (B;- Bi+l)V, ( 2- 25) 
TJ; = (jmi- A;)-1[ I- e ·Ucoi-A;)(TI+1 -1i1B; ( 2- 26) 
- -v,(T,.1) = uejcoTI+1 ( 2- 27) 
15 
Equation ( 2 - 23 ) can be expressed in a general form as 
A 
x(T;.t) = <P;x(T;) + ~~t/+1 + 71 ;v,(T;.t) ( 2- 28) 
A problem arises here that in finding the value of ~~ we need to know the value 
of the steady state X(T;.t). We have derived the steady state, which is given by ( 2- 21 ) 
X(T;.t) = eAQ,+1 -T,)X(T;) + A;-1(eAq,+1 -T,)- I )B;V, 
Expression ( 2- 21) describes the behavior of the steady state X(T;). To find X(T; •• ) we 
need to know the value of X (T;) first. For steady state values the following equation 
holds 
X(T,) = X(T, + T,) ( 2- 29) 
Assume that X(T.) is the initial condition and we can find X(T2) by using ( 2- 21). 
Then using the expression of X (T2) as the initial condition we can find and express X (T3) 
in terms of X (T.) and input signals. Going through one whole operating cycle the 
expression of X (T, + T,) can be obtained. Since X (T.) =X (T, + T,), by solving the 
equation obtained we can find the value of X(T,). 
Expression ( 2 - 28 ) is a difference equation, a mathematical description of the 
system in one subinterval. Note that this difference equation has a time quantity 
A 
perturbation term ~~ t,+l • This time perturbation characterizes the time varying nature of 
the switched network. On one hand this time shift is partly caused by the control input 
signal, which affects the state. On the other hand any change of state and input signal 
A 
may cause t,+1 to change. In fact t,+1 is an intermediate variable. It can be expressed as a 
linear combination of the state and input perturbations. Various kinds of switching 
A 
converters differ significantly in their circuits. The relationships between t,+. and other 
variables depend the circuit of specific converter. Before we solve the difference 
A 
equation t,+. must be evaluated frrst From ( 2 - 17 ) we can conclude that 
-x(t;) =X (T;) +[A;X (T;) + B; V,]t; + x(T,) 





is used in the left side of ( 2 - 30 ). Note that -x(tt) = X (t;) + x(tt) ( 2- 31 ) 
We pick only frrst order terms in ( 2 - 30 ) and fmd an equation for perturbation terms 
-x(tt) = [AtX (T,) + Bt V,]tt + x(T,) ( 2- 32) 
Changing the subscripts t; to ft+l results in 
-
x(t; •• ) = [A; •• X(Tt •• ) + Bt•• V,]t; •• + x(T; •• ) ( 2- 33) 
By substituting ( 2 - 28 ) 
- - A -
x(T; •• ) = t/l;x(Tt) + ;tt1.1 + 17tv,(T; •• ) -in ( 2 - 33 ) we can derive an expression for x(tt •• ) 
x(t; •• ) = tll;x(T,) + [AtX (T; •• ) + Bt V,]t~ •• + 17 ;v,(Tt •• ) ( 2- 34) 
Let ')'i =AX (T; •• ) + B tV, . Then ( 2 - 34 ) becomes 
- - A -x(t; •• )= d>;x(Tt) + ')'it1 •• + 17tV,(T; •• ) ( 2- 35) 
We will consider as a general controlled switching condition as follows, which is 
a current programming PWM converter operating in discontinuous conduction mode 
(DCM). The switching condition is satisfied when value of the control input r(t), given in 
(2-3) 
,.. 
r(t;) = R + r~:(tt) 
equals a linear combination of the states, h1Tx(t; •• ), plus a ramp with slope m;. Thus 
T 
r(t; •• ) = ht x(t; •• ) + m;t; •• ( 2- 36) 
This form of switching condition accounts for a very wide variety of control techniques. 
Extracting the first order perturbation components of ( 2 - 36 ) we have 
A - A T 
r~:(t; •• ) = ht x(t; •• ) + m;t; •• ( 2- 37) 
A ,.. -Now we can express t;.. in terms of rk(t; •• ) and x(t; •• ). Substituting ( 2 - 35 ) in 
17 
( 2 - 37 ) and rearranging gives 
A - A - A T 
r.(tt+l) = ht [ <P,x(~) + '}1tl+1 + 7] tV,(~+l)] + m;tt+l ( 2- 38) 
We consider this current programmed converter operating in DCM as our general case, 
A 
which has N, topologies. We also assume that the control signal r(t), which appears only 
once during one switching cycle, is in effect at the instant TN,.t, the end of this cycle. The 
A 
time perturbation tt+l ( i e 1, 2, ... N, ) can be evaluated as 
;1+1 =- htT Jl;<P. ;(~)- htT jli7];;,(Ti+l) ( i E 1, 2, ... , N,- 1 ) ( 2- 39a) 
A A T - T -
tN,..l = jlN,rt{TN,.l)- hNJlN,~,X(TN,) - hN,}JN,7]N,V1(TN,.l) ( 2- 39b) 
where J1; = ht rl + m; (2-40) 
The equation ( 2 - 39b ), taking account of the existence of the control signal, is ture for 
A 
the last subinterval. The expressions ( 2 - 39a ) give the values tt+l for the rest N,- 1 
subintervals. The values of parameters jli and h,T depend on the specific converter circuit 
and control method. Substituting ( 2 - 39a ) and ( 2 - 39b ) in ( 2 - 28 ) results in 
;(T,+t) = 4'. ;(T;) + ~~[ - hr Jl;tVt;(~) - ht jli7];;,(T,+t)]+ 7];;,(~+t) 
-= T,cP,x(T;) + T,7];V,(Ti+l) ' ( i E 1, 2, ... , N,- 1 ) ( 2- 41a) 
- - A T -X(TN,.l) = ~,x(TN,) + ~,{p.N,r~t(TN,.l)- hN,J.lN,~;x(TN,) 
T - -- hN, J..IN,7]N,V,(TN,.l)) + 7]N,V1(TN,.I) 
= TN,~;(T N,) + TN,7]N,;,(TN,.I) + ~,}JN;~t(TN,.t) (2-41b) 
where r, =I- ~~h~r J1; ( 2-42) 
We have obtained the desired relationship, for both small signal and the steady 
state quantities, between the final values and initial values for one subinterval. The 
following are a list of the important definitions and results given in this chapter. 
tVt = eA;(TI+t -TI) (2-24) 





) = eAQ,+,-T,)X(T,) + A,-\eAQ,+l -T,)- I )B,V, 
T]t = (jm I- A,fl[ I- e -(jroi-A,)(li+, -7i) ]B, 
;,+, =- ht J.l;~ ;(T,) - ht Jl,TJ;;,(T~+t) , ( i e 1, 2, ... , N,- 1 ) 
A ,.. T - T -
tN,..t = jlN,T~:(TN,..t)- hNJlN,~,X(TN,)- hN.j1N,T]N,V1(TN,..t) 
1 
J1; = h,Ty, + m; 
T 
r; = I - ~,h, Jl' 
- - -x(T, •• ) = T;tb,x(T,) + f;7JtV,(T, •• ) , ( i e 1, 2, ... , N,- 1 ) 
'i(T N,...) = rN.~;<T N,) + rN,TJN,;,(TN,...) + ~JlNi~:(TN,...) 
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( 2- 25) 
( 2- 21 ) 
( 2- 26) 
( 2- 39a) 
( 2- 39b) 
(2-40) 
( 2-42) 
( 2- 41a) 
( 2- 41b) 
For control and disturbance input, we define their perturbation terms having the 
following form 
"' ~ _jrot 
rk(t) = r,r; ( 2-43) 
- -v,(t) = uejrot (2-44) 
The complexity of deriving and calculating the mathematical description for a 
time varying system is much greater than that of dealing with ordinary time-invariant 
system. A C++ program was written and applied to automate the calculation. A few 
examples using this program will be presented for the exact small-signal frequency 
analysis technique of Chapter IV. In this chapter the mathematical description can be 
programmed that once loaded with parameters of a specific switched network, the 
corresponding small signal model is readily presented for further analysis. 
CHAPTER ill 
SAMPLED- DATA REPRESENTATION 
Sampled data representation describes the relationship between the state variable 
perturbations sampled at time instants T, and TE. Here T, stands for the initial instant and 
TE for the end instant. The time interval TE - T, is the steady state operating cycle T • . 
For the convenience of the derivation we set T, at kT. , a steady state switching instant, 
and set TE at (k + 1)T •. We also suppose that at the instant kT., the value of the state is 
x(kT.) and for (k + 1)T. the state is x[(k + 1)T.]. The principle of sampled-data 
representation is finding the mathematical relationship between state perturbations - -x[(k + 1)T.] and x(kT.). The relationship is a difference equation which results in a 
small signal model. Once the relation is obtained, by using the Z- transform we can solve 
the difference equation to fmd the solution ;(z) . Since z = ejmT. , ;(z) can be expressed 
as a function of frequency. Note that only when there exist no external interferences the 
exact topology changeover may happen at their steady state time instants kT. and 
(k + 1)T.. Otherwise the effect of the input signal may cause a time shift of the 
changeover instants. The actual operating interval may not be T.. To find the 
- -relationship between x[(k + 1)T.] and x(kT.), we can utilize the result previously 
obtained. In Chapter II we found the small signal mathematical description of the 
switched network in one subinterval . The state variables can be expressed by a linear 
combination of its initial value and external interferences, which are expressed by 
( 2- 41a) and ( 2- 41b) 
- - -x(T, •• ) = I;«P.x(T,) + f;TJN,(T, •• ), ( i e 1, 2, ... , N.- 1 ) 
- - - ,.. x(T N,+l) = rN.cAt.x(T N.) + rN.11N.v,(TN,.t) + ~,JIN,.t(TN,.J) 
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We need to find this relationship for all Ns subintervals, with the final value 
-x[ (k + 1 )T.r] obtained in current subinterval taken as the initial value x(kT.r) of the next 
subinterval. The following is an example for a 4 - subinterval case. We assume 
tt+l '* 0,( i e 1, 2, 3, 4 ). The conclusion derived in this case can be extended to a general 
case in which Ns takes any integer value. Referred to expression ( 2 - 41a ) and 
( 2 - 41 b ) the expressions for N s = 4 are 
- - -x(Tt •• ) = T;fP.x(Tt) + T't1]tV,(Tt •• ), ( i E 1, 2, 3) ( 3- la) 
;(Ts) = T4tP;(T4) + T47]4;,(Ts) + g4L;J.Ts) ( 3- lb) 
-We suppose there is a state perturbationx(T.) at the beginning of the first subinterval, the -instant kT", and the disturbance signals of all subintervals are v,(Tt •• ) ( i e 1, 2, 3, 4). -We start at the frrst subinterval to find x(T2) 
- -
x(T2) = ~ tPa(T.) + ~ 1]1V ,(T2) (3-2) 
Now by taking x(T2) as the initial value of the second subinterval we can find x(T3) , and 
- -
further, x(T4) , all in terms of x(T.) and involved input signals 
- - -x(T3) = T2~(T2) + T27J~,(T3) 
- - -= n~r.~(T.) + T2~T.1].v,(T2) + h7]2v,(T3) (3-3) 
- - -x(T4) = fi~(T3) + T37]3V,(T4) 
- -= n~n~r.~(T.) + n~n~r.7J.v,(T2) 
- -+ r;~n112v,(T3) + f;7]3v,(T4) (3-4) 
A 
In the last subinterval the control signal r"(t) is introduced 
- - - A 
x(Ts) = ~tPa(T4) + ~7]4v,(Ts) + g4l¥t(t) 
- -= T.tP4r;~n~r.tP~(T.) + T.tP4r;~n~r.7J.v,(T2) 
- - - ,. 
+ T..~P.n~n112v,(T3) + T..IP.I;1J3v,(T.) + T..17.v,(T5) + ~41 .. r,{t) 
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(3-5) 
Some parameters of the network and input signals have to be evaluated in order to 
make it easier to derive the difference equation. As defined earlier, the disturbance 
signals have a fonn 
- (T, ) - jmT1+1 v, i+l = ue 
We define a parameter {3; 
{3; = e -j«(T/+1 - T,)t~J1 = e -i~+1 - Tt>eAt(T,+1 - Tt) = e -(j(J)I·At)(I/+1 - T,) -then the term of v ,(T2) can be expressed as 
r..~P.n~n~Tt 11~~<T2) = r..~P.n~n~Tt 11;ejmT2 
= r..e -i«(l's- T ..>tP.r3e -j«(l' .. -T3>~r2e -j«(l' 3 - T 2>4J,.Tt Tlt;eio:ITs 
- 'oi['. 
= r..{3.nAn/1.Tt 1J1ue1 s 
-= r..{3.nAn/1.Tt17tv,(T5) 
By using same technique we can do this for other terms 
- -r.. tP.I; ~n 112v ,(T3) = r..p.n~n 112v ,(Ts) 






For the control signal, it has been assumed that r,:(t) has a fonn of r peimr • We set 
t = T5, the end of last subinterval, which is the instant (k + 1)T~. Then from the 
definition we can derive 
( ) k(rr ) jt»T5 jOJ(k + l)T, jt»kT • joil' • J..kT ) joil' • (" l ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. rt t = r 1. 5 = rpe = r-P = r _p e = r ~ e t=Ts ~'"" ~'"" ( 3- 10) 
- - -
( rr ) jaT • it»T • (kT ) it»T • v, 1. 5 = v,e e = v, 1 e (3-11) 
Since Tt = kT~, T5 = (k + 1)T,, expression ( 3- 5) becomes 
- -x[(k+1)T~] = r.t~~.I;t~~3n~TttP~(kT~) 
+ [<r..f3.nAnATt77t + r..p.n[1n.112 + r..p.n113 + r..11.) 
- "" jtDT, 
· v,(kT,) + ~..,u.n{kT.)]e 
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( 3- 12) 
above expression is a set of first order difference equations. Taking the Z- transform 
gives - -Z { x(kT.)} = x(z) ( 3 - 13 ) 
- -Z {x[(k+ 1)T.]} = zx(z) ( 3- 14) 
- -Z { v,(kT.)} = v,(z) ( 3- 15) 
,.. ,.. 
Z { r ~:(kT,)} = r~:(z) ( 3 - 16) 
Now in Z domain we have -zx(z) = ~lb4r3~n~~lb~(z) 
+ z [<~f34n!1n!1~TJ~ + ~f34n11n112 
- ,.. 
+ ~{34n1]3 + r4T]4)v,(z) + ~4j.L.r~:(z)] ( 3- 17) 
In deriving ( 3 - 17 ) we made use of the equation eitDT, = z • By solving the difference 
equation we find - -1 x(z) = [ zl- ~lb4n~n~~4>t] 
· z[(T4{ln{1n{32T.T]l + ~f3~{1n1]2 
- ,.. 
+ ~{34n1]3 + r4T]4)v,(z) + ~,U..r~:(z)] ( 3- 18) 
Since 
-1 -1 -1 -1 
[ z1- ~lb4n~n~n 4>tl = [I- z ~lb~~n~n lb1l z 
= [I- e -jtDT,~lb4n~n<flz~lblfz -1 
-1 -1 
= [ I - ~f3~!1n!1n/3tl z ( 3- 19) 
In above derivation the definition /3t = e -ird..T,., -T,)~ , which is given in ( 3 - 6 ), is 
utilized. Then ( 3 - 18 ) becomes 
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- -1 
x(z) = [ /- ~fJJ;/11;/tT.fJ.] 
· [(T4ir3An/32T.77• + ~f3J;f1I;112 
- ,.. 
+ ~/34~173 + r4174)v,(z) + ~4L.rt(z)] ( 3- 20) 
- - - -The output of the network is y(z) = ctx(z) + E.v,(z). In the time domain x(kT.) 
is the state perturbation at the beginning of the frrst subinterval. The corresponding state 
space quadruple should be A., B., C ~and E. . To find the relationship between the 
-control and output, we set v,(z) to zero in ( 3- 20 ). The pulse transfer function of control 
to output is given by 
,.. -1 
"fz> =C.[ I- ~f34T3/1h/tT./3.] ~J.L. 
r~:(z) 
( 3 - 21 ) 
,.. 
The disturbance signal to output can be found by setting rJ:(z) to zero in (3 - 20 ) 
,.. 
y(z) r -1 
-,..- = c. [ 1- ~/34~An~tr./3.1 <~f3J;/1h/1T.77• 
v,(z) 
+ T4/i~f1T2112 + ~f3J;r13 + ~174) + E 1 ( 3- 22) 
The disadvantage of this method is that the upper limit of non-aliasing frequency 
range is limited at half the sampling frequency. According to the sampling theorem, the 
lowest sampling frequency for possible signal reconstruction is two times of the highest 
frequency component. In applying sampled-data technique once the value of sampling 
frequency is chosen, the bandwidth of non-aliasing signal reconstruction is decided, 
which is half of the sampling frequency. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE EXACT SMALL-SIGNAL TECHNIQUE 
In this chapter use is made of time-variant system theory to furnish an accurate 
and general method of frequency analysis of switched networks. This method extends 
the approach given in [ 1] and [ 2 ]. The exact small-signal frequency analysis technique 
discussed here is based on a state space formulation of circuit equations. A systematic 
analysis procedure is given which may be applied to any piecewise linear network. The 
derivations in this chapter are divided into four sections. The first section defines the 
time varying transfer function for a periodic network. In the second and third section we 
will introduce its application to switched networks. In the last section a few examples are 
introduced to verify the results of the application of this method. 
THE TIME VARYING TRANSFER FUNCTION 
The following is the definition of the time varying transfer function 
H(j(J}, t) =f h( t, -r)e-iturd-r (4-1) 
where h( t, -r) is an impulse response that gives the response at time t caused by the 
impulse which was applied -r time units earlier. This impulse response characterizes the 
behavior of the system completely, so that for any input u(t) , the output can be 
determined as follows 
y(t) = J ~ h(t, -r )u( t - -r )d-r (4-2) 
H(jw, t) is the Fourier transform of the impulse response h( t, -r). This expression is 
similar in form to the convolution integral of linear time-invariant systems. Let us now 
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consider an input which has the form u(t) = ejO>t . Substituting this input into ( 4 - 2 ) 
yields 
y(t) = J ~ h( t, -r )e1 ll(t - 'I) d-r = <J ~ h( t, -r )e -io>r d-r )ei"'1 = H (jm, t )ei"'1 ( 4 - 3 ) 
From expression ( 4 - 3 ) we can see that the output is the product of the time varying 
transfer function H(jm, t), and the input signal u(t) = ejO>t. This gives us a useful 
defmition of H(jm, t) 
( 
y(t) ) 
H(jm, t) = u(t) u(t) = i(JJ' (4-4) 
We will make use of ( 4 - 4 ) in later derivation. In order to find the output frequency 
response we must find y(t) first Suppose an input spectrum is given, we can find u(t) by 




u(t) =- U(jm )e10>t dm 2n __ 
Substituting ( 4 - 5 ) in ( 4 - 2 ) results in 
y(t)=J- h(t, -r)[ _!_J- U(jm)ei~t-1)dm]d-r __ 2n __ 
= l....I- [J.- h( t, -r )e -Jmrd-r] U(jm)eiO>t dm 
2n __ --
Since it has been defined in ( 4 - 1 ) that 
H(jm, t ) =I h( t, -r )e1~-r 
the expression ( 4 - 6 ) can be expressed as 







Now we can find the output frequency spectrum Y(jro ). In taking the Fourier 
transform a new frequency variable is involved. To avoid confusion we use a dummy 
variable J1 to denote this frequency. 
Y( jJl ) =I- y(t)e -i!Jl dt =_.!_I - [ I- H(jOJ, t )ej(J)t e -iJll dt ] U(jm)dOJ ( 4 - 9 ) 
__ 2n __ _ 
We may simplify ( 4 - 9 ) by assuming that the network is periodic. In this case it 
can be shown that, for an interval of periodicity of T~ , the following relation holds 
H(jm, t) = H(jm, t + Tx) for all t ( 4- 10) 
Given a periodic time varying transfer function we may expand it in a complex Fourier 
series as follows 
H(jOJ, t) = l H,(jro )ej(2rr1Tx)nt ( 4- lla) 
11=--
where 
H,(JOJ) =- H(jOJ, t )e -J(2rr/Tz)nt dt • } J Tx • 
Tx 0 
(4-llb) 
Using ( 4 - 11 b ) in ( 4 - 9 ) gives 
-
Y ( iJ.l ) = J_ I -[I -( l H.(jm)eJ(l1riT.)nt )efmt e -iJU dt ] U(jm)dm 
2n __ __ 11 = __ 
-
= J_ I- { l H.(jm) [J -ei(ln1tiT.- p,)t e1mt dt ]U(jm)} dm 
2n __ ~~=-- __ 
= _!_r 2n{ l H.(jm )h'[m- <.u- 2mrJr.)l} U(jm)dm 
2n -- ~~=-
= l H,fj(J.l- 2nn/Tx )]l/[j(Jl- 2nn/Tx )] ( 4- 12) 
11=--
where /j( . ) is Dirac delta function. Since the frequency variable ro has disappeared we 
can replace the dummy variable J1 with m so now we have 
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Y(jm) = I', H,U(m- 2nn1Tx)]l/[j(m- 2nm'Tx)] (4- 13) 
11=--
From ( 4 - 4 ) we see that H(jm, t) = y(t)e -jror. Substituting this expression in 
( 4 - 11 b ) gives 
H,(Jm) =- y(t)e -Jrot e -J(2 rrJT.~)nl dt • 1 JT" . . 
Tx 0 
( 4- 14) 
Refer to ( 4 - 13 ) we can have the expression for U(j(m- 2ntrl~)] , which is 
H,fj(m- 2nn/Tx)] =- y(t)e -J(ro- 2n7riT.)t e -j(2tr/T,~)nt dt . 1 J T,~ • 
Tx 0 
= _!_ y(t)e -jrot dt = _!_ H(jm, t )dt = Ho(jm) IT,~ JT" Tx 0 Tx 0 ( 4- 15) 
From the definition ( 4 - 11 b ), we see that Ho(jm) is the DC component of Fourier series 
of the time varying transfer function H(jm,t) . It can be obtained by evaluating the 
average value of H(jm, t). Substituting the derived result in ( 4- 12) yields 
Y(jm) = I', Ho(jm)Ufj(m- 2nn/Tx)] ( 4- 16) 
11=-
Y(jm) is thus related to the input spectrum U(jm) via the Fourier series expansion of the 
time varying transfer function H(jm, t). We have assumed that U(jm) is the Fourier 
transform of the disturbance. Let's consider this input to output relationship first. In this 
case the control signal is set to zero. It has been assumed that the input signal has a form 
of ejrot • In order to avoid confusion we suppose the frequency of the input signal is cu,. 
The Fourier transform of ei~ is given by 
U(jm) = 2no( m- cu, ) (4-17) 
Then we have 
U[j(m- 2nn!Tx)] =2nD( m- cu,- 2nn1Tx) ( 4- 18) 
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Substituting ( 4 - 18 ) in ( 4 - 16 ) results in 
Y(jm) = 2n l Ho(jm)lj( m- lU>- 2nn/T:r ) ( 4- 19) 
n=-
Let cu, take the value of m, then 
Y(jro) = 2nHo(jm) ( 4- 20) 
Next let's consider the relationship of control to output. As discussed earlier, the 
control signal is proportional to a time quantity. We must find the solution of the 
differential equation, and express the state variable perturbation as the function of control 
signal perturbation. However we can just assume that the control signal perturbation also 
has a form of ej(J)t and that the control input frequency m is a multiple M of the system 
parameter variation frequency 2n/T:r, which means m = 2nMIT:r. Since only control to 
output response is considered, the source input is held constant so that u(t) = 1, thus 
U(jm) = 2nb(m) ( 4- 21) 
Then ( 4 - 16 ) becomes 
Y(jw) = 2n l Ho(im)lj(m- 2nn/T:r) ( 4-22) 
n=--
At any specific frequencies m = ± 2nMIT:r 
Y(±j2nMIT:r) = 2t{ Ho[±j(2nM/T:r)]] ( 4- 23) 
Note that since the output is real, so we have 
* Ho[ +j(2nMIT:r)] = Ho [ -j(2nMIT:r)] (4-24) 
where* denotes complex conjugation. If we find Ho(jro) at a certain frequency value 
m = ±2nM/T:r, we can obtain the output spectrum expression at this value. If M takes a 
integer value, the output response Y(±j2nM/T:r) can be determined. In fact we can also 
choose the values of both M and Tx to get an arbitrary frequency value at which the 
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output frequency spectrum can be determined. In later discussion we will prove it. We 
can also write an alternative expression for control to output relationship 
Y(jm) = 2nHo(jm) ( 4- 25) 
From ( 4 - 20 ) and ( 4 - 23 ) we can see that the two relationships have the same 
form 
Y(jm) = 2nHo(jm) 
From the definitions 
H(jm,t) = y(t)e -jmt 
T 
y(t) = Ci x(t) + Eiu(t) 
( 4-26) 
we can determine the relationship between the frequency response and the state of the 
system. Once the output spectrum Y(jm) is found, y(t) can be calculated by taking 
inverse Fourier transform of Y(jm). y(t) can be represented in the following form: 
y(t) = Aoeos(ltX + t/Jo) 
where Ao = ~ Ho(im) I 
and l/Jo = arg[Ho(im)] 
( 4- 27a) 
( 4- 27b) 
( 4- 27c) 
Through above procedure we defined a time varying transfer function to describe 
a linear periodic time varying system, and then derived the output frequency response via 
Fourier analysis. By using following steps we determined the fundamental Fourier 
component frequency response of a switching converter: 
1) Determine H(jm,t) by using ( 4- 4 ). 
2) DetermineHo(im) by using ( 4- 15 ). 
3) Draw Bode plot with magnitude response given by ~ Ho(im) ,, and phase 
response given by angle [Ho(im) ]. 
In next section we will apply the mathematical representation to find an 
expression of switching converter frequency response. 
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THE APPLICATION OF 
TIME VARYING 'IRANSFER FUNCTION 
In last section we found that the time varying transfer function for a piecewise 
linear network is given by 
· H(j(f),t) = y(t)e -jO>t = [ C,r x(t) + Eu(t)]e -j(l)t t; < t < t"-1 ,( i e 1, 2,... ,N.) ( 4- 28 ) 
It should be pointed out that the time varying transfer function is defined to describe 
linear systems. To fmd the linear relationships among all variables we must use small 
signal modeling technique. The variables of ( 4 - 28 ) are instantaneous signals. The 
A - -
small signal perturbations t,, x,(t) and u,(t) are included in these signals. We need to 
separate each large signal into a steady state operating point and a small signal 
perturbation, in the same way we did in Chapter IT. For example the states of the network 
can be expressed as 
x(t ,) = X (t1) + x(ti) -
x(ti+t) =X (ti+t) + x(ti+t). 
Figure 5 depicts the states and switching times for the i th subinterval. From 
Figure 5 we can see that if there are not any input signals the topology changeover occurs 
at time T, and the state will be the steady state X (T,) . The expression of the trajectory 
X( t ) in Figure 5 can be derived from ( 2 - 21 ) by replacing T; +1 with t as follows 
X (t) = eAft.t -1i> X(T,) + (A,) -1[ ts<t -1i> -1 ]B1V, 
( i e 1, 2,... ,N.- 1 ) 
Now by using the results given by ( 2- 41a) and ( 2- 41b) we have 
- - -x(T, •• ) = T,fl>,x(T,) + T,f1~v,(T ... ) ( i e 1, 2,... ,N.- 1 ) 
- - - ,.. "of[: x(Ts) = T.4>4x(T4) + T.f74v,(Ts) + ~~r,e' ' 
The previously derived time varying transfer function is 
( 4- 29) 
( 4- 30a) 




i th subinterval 1-c t 1 • 1,... 
I I . 
ll 
I : 
tl+1 T I +1 
Fieure 5. State and switching times of the i th subinterval. 
H(jm, t) = [ Ct x(t) + E,u(t) ]e -jO>t, ti < t < 1i+t , ( i e 1, 2,... ,N.) 
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( 4- 31) 
Now we need to find the average value of the time varying transfer function over one 
period of length Tx . Before doing this we need to determine the length of Tx first. 
There are two frequencies involved in switched network: the control frequency OJ= 2trf 
and the switching frequency ms = 2tifs . We assume that two frequencies are 





T:~ = 2n/ a>x = NT, = MT 
( 4- 32a) 
( 4- 32b) 
( 4- 33) 
where T, = 2n/ OJ, and T:r. = 2nl mx. Tx contain N cycles of the switching waveform and M 
cycles of control waveform. It is the system parameter variation period. Therefore Tx is 
the shortest interval over which the integration is to be performed to calculate Ho(jm). 
Figure 6 shows an example of a PWM converter waveform relationship. In this case Tx 
contains eight periods of switching operation, ( i. e. N = 8 ), and one period of control 
voltage Vc(t), (i.e. M = 1 ) which is one cycle of sinusoidal waveform. The control 
signal, which is a time perturbation, is proportional to Vc(t). The parameter de is the duty 
ratio of the k -th cycle, and also the control signal of the network. In this case since 
N, = 2 the network has only ON and OFF modes. The restriction of the commensurate 
nature of the relationship between these two frequencies causes no problem as it is 
possible to choose proper values for M and N to achieve arbitrary precision in attaining a 
desired control frequency. The value of m is a network parameter, i.e., the switching 
frequency of the switching device, usually a previously set constant. Since 
m = M 01 =(MIN) OJ,, it is possible to get any input signal frequency value m by altering 





( M= 1) 
( k+ N)T. 
( N= 8) 
t 
Fi~ure 6. Waveforms showing relationship between the control signal 
period and switching period. 
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chapter. However, since M and N are used to introduce the input signal, whatever values 
these parameters take does not really affect the dynamic behavior of the network. The 
relationship between the control voltage and duty ratio tk is also illustrated in Figure 6. 
Now we can fmd the average value of H(jOJ,t) over the period Tx 
1 IT" Ho(jm) =- H(jm, t )dt 
Ts 0 
(4-34) 
We may separate the period T", into N switching periods, 
T"=NT, 
and each switching period is divided into N, subintervals 
N, 
T, = L ( ti+l- t;) 
i=l 
The integration is performed over each subinterval first. Then the sum of integration for 
all N, subinterval is evaluated. For one whole 1: period we sum up all the results 
obtained in each switching cycles. This summation is the time varying transfer function 
H(jm, t ). Ho(jm) is the average value of H(jm, t) and can be expressed as 
N-1 N, 
1 I tl+l Ho(jOJ) =-I, I, [Ctx(t) + E,u(t)]e-j(J)tdt 
NT. k=O i=l r, 
( 4-35) 
Note that from the definition of the time varying transfer function we have assumed that 
the input signals have a form ej(J)t, so that 
( 
y(t) ) . 
H(jm, t) = u(t) l(t) =tal ( 4-36) 
In our derivation we suppose the input signals have a perturbation magnitude, such as 
~t) = ;,ejtDt ( 4- 37) - -u(t) = ue jtDt ( 4-38) 
The reason of doing this is that since we are dealing with a linearized small signal model, 
all those input signal must be small perturbations, and with the perturbation terms as the 
magnitude for each input signal it will be convenient to identify those first order 
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perturbation terms in the states and output tenns. In this case we will have to account for 
" -appearance of r, and u in the final results of H o(jOJ) • Substituting the instantaneous 
signal relationship ( 2 - 14 ) in ( 4 - 35 ) and perfonning the integration results in 
N-1 N. -jOJtl 
Ho(jOJ) = L L _e -{ ct (jed- A,)-1 [ I- e -(j(J)[ -A,)(tl+l -tl) ] 
k=O i=t NT. 
· [x(t,) + A;1B,V,] + (1/jro)(e-it«h+~ -t~> -I)(CtA;1B,- E ,)V, 
+ ei•~(rc,T(jed- A,)-1B, + E,](~t- t,) 
+ c,T (jed- A,)-2(1- e -(j(J)[ -A,)(tl+l -ti))B,];} ( 4- 39) 
A A 
Above expression of Ho(jOJ) is nonlinear because the input perturbations t; and t;..~, 
which are included in t; and t;..t, in ( 4- 39) appear as exponents. By applying the small 
signal approximation we can find a linearized system model, which is valid if the 
perturbations vary in a small range in the vicinity of the steady state operating trajectory. 
A A -
To linearize ( 4 - 39 ) we introduce t, = T, + t, , t,.t = T,.t + t,.t and x(t) =X (t) + x(t) in 
A 
expression ( 4 - 39 ). Then replacing all those exponents like e b with the zeroth and first 
A 
order, i. e. 1 + kt , of its Taylor series, will gives 
N-1 N. 
-jOJTI A 1 
Ho(jOJ) = L L ~/- jrot,){ ct(jfd -A,)-
k=O i=t NT. 
·[/- e-(jd -A,)(Ti+. -1i)(/- (jed- A, )(;,.t _;,))][X(t,) +;(t,) + A;1B,V,] 
A A 
+ (1/jro)[e -ir«.T~+• -Till- joi_t,.t - t,)] -/](Ct A,-1B,- E,) V, 
A 1 A A 
+ eiOJt1 (I+ jaJt,)[ ( ct (jld- A,f B, + E,][(T,.t - T, ) + (t,.t - t,)] 
+ Ct (jed- A,)-
2(1- e -(jd -A,)(t~+• -t~>)B,];} (4-40) 
Now we expand ( 4- 40 ), drop steady state components and neglect the products of 





Ho(jm) = - 1- I, I, e -itoT,[a,;{T,) + Ki;, +A.,;, •• + p,;] 
NT. k=O i=l 
a,= c, r(jld- A,) -1[ /- e -(jtd -A,)(T,.. -1i>] 
T Ki =- [C, X(T,) + E,V,] 
A.,= [ CtX(Tt.a) + EV,]ejG(T,.. -1i> 
·~{ T -1 } Pt = e' I c, (jo:M- A,) [{f,.l- T, )B i -1},] + El!t+l- T,) 








Above expression for the transfer function H o(jm) can be applied to analyze any 
piecewise linear network. In the next section we will use this result to fmd the transfer 
functions for a generalized switched network. 
THE DERIVATION OF TRANSFER FUNCI10NS 
BY USING 1HE EXACf SMALL-SIGNAL TECHNIQUE 
In this section we will apply the exact technique to analyze the same switched 
network which was analyzed by using the sampled-data representation method in Chapter 
lll. The object is to find two "general" transfer functions for a large category of 
switching converters, that the number of topologies they may take can be any positive 
integer Ns. First let's consider a case of N s = 4 . Then ( 4 - 41 ) becomes 
N-1 4 
1 'oii'J - A A -
Ho(jm) =-I, I, e -.J '[a,x(T,) + K,t, + A.,t,.l + p,u] 
NT. k=O i=l 
( 4-47) 
Along with the state and disturbance signal perturbations there are intermediate variables 
A A 
t, and lt+l· The control input signal constitutes one or more of these time perturbations. 
That is to say that these time perturbations may be explicitly described in terms of other 
37 
variables. Our first step is to evaluate all time perturbation terms which are included in 
the summation 
4 
A A L e -j(J)1i(Ktt; + A;t;.t) ( 4-48) 
i =1 
Expression ( 4 - 48 ) is a component of the summation in ( 4 - 47 ). We expand the sum 
( 4 - 48 ) so that it appear as follows 
4 
L e -j(J)1i(1G;; + At;i+t) 
i =1 
3 
= [e -jaff. Ki;t + e -j(J)r.A..;s] + L ( e -j(J)l; At + e :iaiii+•l\;.t);i+t 
i=1 
The first two terms of ( 4 - 49 ) can be expressed as 
A A A 
e -j(J)T1 Kitt + e -j(J)T4AJs = e -j(J)T1 { -[CtX(Tt) +E. V,]} t. 
+ e -j(J)T•[cJX(Ts) +E. V,]e -ja(T, -r.>;, 
Since N s = 4 the following relations hold 
A A 
T T 
Ct = Cs, E. =E,, X(T.) = X(T,) and It = tse :i oX,.T, -T1) 
Then 
e -j(J)T~Ki;. + e -j(J)r.A..;s 
A 
= e -j(J)Ts[(C.T- C,T)X(T,) +(E.- E,)V,]t, 
Wedefme 
"= (C;T- Ct~t)X(T,+I) + (E;- Ei+t)V, 
such that 
e -j(J)T1Ki;• + e -j(J)T4A;s = e -j(J)T't;.;, 
The second part of ( 4 - 48 ) can be evaluated as 
3 
~ -j{J)1j( A 'l A ) 




( 4- 51 ) 
( 4-52) 
( 4- 53) 
3 
= L { e -;ico1i[ crx(Tt+l) + E,V,]e -jru(1i.1 -1i) 
i=l 
+ e -;ico1i.1[-( c~:x (TI+1) + E1.1 V,)]} ;1·1 
3 
" = L e -;icoTI+1[(CIT- ci:.)X(T,.1) + (EI- EI+1)V ,]tl+1 
i =1 
3 
_ ~ -jcoTI+1J'.t" 
- £.. e ':li 1+1 
i=1 
The expression ( 4 - 48 ) can be expressed as 
4 4 
~ -jco1i( " 1 " ) ~ -jco1i.1 r" £.. e IGt; + "",ti+l = £.. e ':lit1.1 
i = 1 i =1 
Now the expression( 4 - 47 ) becomes 
N-1 4 
Ho(jm) = - 1- I, I, e -;ico1i[a,;(T,) + e -:iOX1i.1 -T~>G;i+1 + p,;] 
NTI k=O i = 1 
" 
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( 4- 54) 
( 4- 55) 
The perturbation terms of t1 in ( 4- 47) has disappeared. To evaluate those terms with 
t1+1 we can use the results presented in ( 2 - 39a ) and ( 2 - 39b ) of Chapter II for the case 
Ns =4 
" T - T - . 
t1.1 =- h, J.l;tbt x(T,) - h, J.l;T/tV,(Tt+l), ( 1 e 1, 2,3 ) ( 4- 56a) 
" ,.. (T ) T AI. ,.. T - jCOTs 
ts = }14r~: 1. s - ~ }14-v4x(T.)- h4 }14 T/4Ue ( 4- 56b) - -In ( 4 - 56 ) the equation v,(T~+l) = ueioiii+1 is used. Substituting ( 4 - 56a ) and 
( 4 - 56b ) in ( 4 - 55 ) produces 
N -1 4 
Ho(jm) = -
1
- I, {I, [e -jcoT1(a; - Ghr Jl,fJ,)~Tt) 
NTI k=O i=l 
. - ,.. 
+ (e -J«<lip,- "hr J.l;h,)ul+ '4Ji4rp} 
In above derivation the following some previously obtained results are used 
-j co1i.1 m _ -j co1ip e ..,,_e , 
( 4-57) 
( 4-58) 
"' "' "' ,. -j mT, (or ) ,. -j ml; . _j mT5 ,. 
~Jke r1 Is = ~:~4/ke r~ = ~:~•J1¥p 
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( 4-59) 
In expression ( 4 - 57 ) there is no intermediate time variable tl+l • Instead the 
perturbation of control input signal appears. All we need to do is evaluate state -perturbations x(T1), ( i e 1, 2, 3, 4). In doing so we can also use the results of 
( 2- 41a) and ( 2- 41b) in Chapter n, for the caseNs = 4 
- - -
x(~.~) =I; <f>..x(~) + I;17;V,(T;.I), ( i E 1, 2, 3) (4-60) 
- - - "' . rr. x(Ts) = ~4'>4x(T4) + T.174v,(Ts) + ~Jkr,e'm 5 ( 4- 61 ) -Then the state perturbation x(~) ( i e 2, 3, 4, 5 ) can be evaluated in terms of the initial 
"' "' "' 
state perturbation x(T1), input signal perturbations rp and v,(n ( i e 2, 3, 4, 5 ) 
;(T2) = r. <f>t;(T1) + r.11~~jmTz 
- -= r.f31eiaC"z- T•>x(TI) + r.111Uejoffz ( 4-62) 
- - - -x(T3) = nt~J,.T. t'P1x(T1) + nt~>2T.T71Ue jmTz + n112uejmT3 
r a rp jrd,.T3- T.) -(or) ( r a r r )- jmT3 : I 2JJ2I I 1e X I I + I 2JJ2I 1'171 + I 2'112 Ue ( 4- 63) 
;(T~,) = /;tAT2tll,.TI~(T1) + /;tA~tll,.r.17~~joirz + /;tA~172;ejoir3 + /;173;ejmT. 
= ~AnAr.f3~eiox.T.-T·>;{rl) 
+ cn!1n/1r.171+ n11n112 + n113);eioff· (4-64) -We also need to find x(Ts) 
- - -x(Ts) = T.li>.J;fA~~r~ fb.x(T1) + T.ti>~,J;fAr;~r.171UejmTz 
r m r "' r - jmTl r m r - j mT. r - j «fl's J; ~ _j mT, +I 1,'V1,I 3...-:JI 2'172Ue +I 4'Vd 3'17jle + l ~o17~oUe + ':J4/14r,t; 
-= r.p.nf1nf32r.tJ.eiax.T,- T·~cr~> + cr.p.nf1n/1r.171 
-. "' 
+ T.f3~.nAn112 + T.f3.n173 + T.17~,)ue1mTs + ~rpeimTs ( 4-65) 
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The equation e -jru~ •• tiJ1 =e -j~/3~ is used in above derivation. In expression( 4- 57 ) -pick the terms with x(Tt) , which is the summation 
4 
L e -jru~(a;- ~ht J1t/3;)~Tt) 
i=l 
= e -jruT.(a1- '1h1T/11/31);(T1) + e -jruTz(a2- '2hr}J:lA);(T2) 
= e -jruT3(a3- ,~: /13/3a);(T3) + e -jruT.(~ - ;,.ht J-4/l);(T.) ( 4-66) 
- -The terms with x(T2), x(T3) and x(T.) in ( 4 - 66 )can be written as 
-e -joil'z(a2- 'Jl2T J.kf1)x(T2) 
= e-jruT2(a2 _ ' 2h:Jk/1)[T.fjejoi..T2-T.);(T1) + T.1] 1~jruTz] 
= e -jru1i(a2T.fJ1- '2h:J12/tT./31);T1) + (a2T.1]1 + '2h:J12/tT.171)~ ( 4- 67) 
-e -jruT3(a3 - ,~: J1a/1)x(T3) 
-jruT3( r z. T R)[ r ar.p joi..T3 -T.)-(T) ( r ar. r )- jruT3] = e a3 - 1::13"3 /13f'J 1 2~~2 1 1e x 1 + 1 2P2 11]1 + 1 21]2 ue 
= e -ioili(a3J;A.T.fJ1- '~tJ13~J;A.T./31);T1) + (a3J;A.T.111 + a3l;1]2 
-- '~3T /13/knttr.111 - ,~: /13/kn 112)u ( 4- 68) 
-·~ T e -J 4(~ - ,.h. j.J4f3~.)x(T.) 
= e -jruT .. (~ _ '.h.T/14/3.)[I;f1J;A.T.f31eioX..T .. -T·({r1) 
-. 
+ <nAnA.r.111+nAn112 + n113)ue1ruT .. ] 
= e -jru1i(a.T3f33J;flT.f31- '.h.T/14/3d./kT-z/tT./31);(T1) 
+ (a.T3773 + a.nAn112 + a.nAnttr.771- '.h.TJ.4/3•n113 
-- ;,.ht /14/3.n!kn 112 - '.ht /14/3.nW.AT.771)u ( 4-69) 
The summation ( 4- 66) can be evaluated as 
4 
L e -jmT,(a,- "ht J.lt/3t);(T,) 
i = 1 
= e -jmT'[a + (a2T.- ,.hrJ.l.)/3• + (a3n- ~h2r/k)AT./3. +(a~ 
-- '~3r /13)~nAr./3. - 'Jtt p..f3J;~AT./3.]x(T.) 
41 
+ [(a2- '2h{J12A)T.TJ• + (a3- '3h3r/13~)(n/1T.7J• + n112) +(a.- ,Jt{/14/34) 
- ,.. 
·< n~nAr.TJ.+ nttn112 + n113)]u + '4J./4rp ( 4-70) -Note that in ( 4 - 70) all those terms dealing with x(T,) have been replaced by the terms 
,.. ,.. - .... 
of state x(T.), r, and u . The tenn of x(T.) can be evaluated by solving the difference 
equation given by expression ( 3 - 20 ). The difference equation is given by 
;(Ts)= np4nttnAr.p.ei~T, -r.>;(T.) + (T./34nttnAr.TJ• + np4nttn112 
-. ,.. 
+ T./34h1]3 + T41]4)ue1mT, + ~4J,4r~o.il', 
- - - -Let x(T.) = x(kT.) and x(Ts) = x[(k + l)T.]. Then 
;[(k + I)T.J = np4n~nAr.p.eiot.T, -T·>;(kT.)+ <nP4n~nAr.TJ. 
+ T.f3J3~n1]2 + T./34/;7]3 + T..1]4);eimTs + ~4~,eimT, 
The steady state solution of the difference equation is 
- joicT. { -1 x(kT.) = e • (I - T..fJJ;AnAr./31) [ <T..f34nAnAr.TJ. 
- .... 
+ r..p4np3n112 + T../3~113 + T..TJ4)u + ~~p]} 
,.. .... -
( 4- 71 ) 
( 4-72) 
( 4- 73) 
Now the tenn of x{T.) is expressed in terms of r, and u . The next step is to evaluate the 
second sum term in ( 4 - 57 ) 
4 
~ ( -jaili f'L T ),.. 
LJ e p, - '=''"' J1,1J, u 
i= 1 
The expression for p, is given by ( 4 - 45 ) 
Then 
·m~{ T -I ] } p, = e' I c, (j(J)]- AI) [ (1',+1 - T, )B I- Tit + E,(/'1+1 -T,) 
4 
"' ~ ( -jm1i r z. T ) 
~ e p, - ~"'' Jl,TJ, u 
i= 1 
4 
= L { ( cru(J)/- A~)-1 [cr,+1- r,)B,- 77,] + E,(l',+1- T,)) 
i=1 
- <C1h1T/11T11 + '2hrJ12112 + c;.:/13773 + CJ1}~TJ·> }; 
Then expression ( 4 - 58 ) becomes 
HJjm) = _!._ ({[a,+ (a,r,- C,h,rp,)fJ, + ( a,r,- C,h{p.)fJ,T,fJ, 
T, 
+ <a.n- CJrt/13)f33r2{1Ttf31 -C.h.T/14f3.nAn/1Tt/3.] 
A 
. <I - np.nf1nAn/3.) -I ~·/14 + ~4/14} rp 
+ ([a.+ (a2r.- C1hi11.)/3. + (a3n- C2hJJ12)/32T.f3. 
+ (aJ;- CJrt/13)ftT2/1Ttf31 -C.ht/14/3.nAn!1Tt/3.] 
· u- np.nf1nAn/3.) -In -~JzJ~) 
· (f3.n{kn.Ar. 77• + p.nttn 112 + p.n 113 + 77•> 
+ (a2r. - c.ht 11•>77• + (a3n - ~hr ~){J1Tr 77•+ 772) 
+ (aJ;- C~3T/13)(/tT2ATt77.+/JJ2T12 + 713) 
T -1 
+ C. (jo:i- A.) [(T2- T.)B.- 77•1 + E.(T2- T.) 
T -1 
+ C2 (jo:i- A2) [(T3- T2)B2- 772] + E2(T3- T2) 
T -1 
+ C3 (jrd- A3) [(T.- T3)B3- 773] + E3(T.- T3) 
42 
( 4- 74) 
T -1 }-) + C4 (jed- A4) [(Ts - T4)B4 - 174] + E4(Ts - T4) u 
43 
( 4- 75) 
Expression ( 4- 75) includes the transfer functions of both control to output and input to 
output. Note that as discussed in the second section of this chapter, the input signal 
,.. -
perturbations rp and u appear in Ho(jm). In the following steps when deriving the 
,.. -
control to output and input to output relationships, we will individually set rp and u to 
unity to meet the requirement of u(t) = J•. The response for control to output is given 
.... -
when rp = 1 and u = 0 
Hoijm) = J..4 {[at+ (a2n- 'thtJJ.~)/31 + (a3r;- '2h2TJ12)/1Ttf31 
T, 
+(a~- '~tJ13){1T2/lT.f31 - 'JttJ..4{34J;f!I;f1T.f3~] 
· <I - r.p4nAn!1nf3~) -
1
;.. + z;.} 
- "' The response of input to output is given when u = 1 and rp = 0 
H~o(jm) = _!_ {{[a.+ (a2r.- '1htJJ.~>f3~ + (a3r;- '2hrJk)/1Ttf3~ 
T, 
+ (a4n- '~3TJ13)AT2Jlnf3~- 'Jtt/kf34nAn!1nf3~1 
· (J- T.f3J;AI;f1T'tf31) -
1
T.- ~~TJ..4) 
· ({34nAnA.n 111 + f34n!1n 112 + f3J; 113 + 114> 
+ (a2n - '1ht J1t)17t + (a3r; - Ghr Jk}(./1T.77,+ 112) 
+ (aJ;- '~3Tj13)(f33T2flT.17t+/1T2112 + 173) 
T -1 
+ Ct (jed- A.) [(T2- Tt)B 1 - 17t] + E,(T2- T,) 
T -1 
+ C2 (jed- A2) [(T3- T2)B2- 172] + E2(T3- T2) 
T -1 
+ C3 (jed- A3) [(T4- T3)B3- 173] + E3(T4- T3) 
T ~ } + C4 (jed- A4) [(Ts- T4)B4 - 174] + E4(Ts- T4) 
( 4- 76) 
( 4-77) 
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( 4-76) and ( 4-77) are transfer functions for a specific case, in which the number Ns 
of topologies is 4. We can, through observation, write the expressions for any Ns . This 
makes it possible to write a program which can be used to automate the derivation for the 
general case. The analysis procedure has been automated in a power electronic circuit 
simulator, named PECS [3]. Now instead of facing a tedious job of deriving the transfer 
functions for a specific converter, one can easily use the available CAD application to 
perform the dynamic analysis. The flow diagrams of the program are shown in Figure 7 
and Figure 8. 
THE VERIFICATION OF THE RESULTS 
The theory of the time varying transfer function, as well as a variety of other 
related material, are provided by the previous research [ 1 ] and [ 2 ]. It is based on these 
research that the extended research and application presented in this thesis could be 
achieved. 
The previous research [ 1 ], using the time varying transfer function in the 
frequency analysis of switched networks perfonned by Tymerski, includes derivations 
using the exact technique to find the control to output transfer function for a variety of 
DC to DC converters. Among the examples included are voltage mode and current 
programmed PWM converters operating in both CCM and DCM mode. One circuit 
diagram of these examples, a PWM boost converter operating in DCM, is given in 
Figure 9. The control to output frequency response curves for both magnitude and phase 
based on the result of hand-derivation are shown in Figure 10, where they are drawn as 
the dashed lines. To verify the accuracy of the exact technique this converter circuit was 
implemented. Its control to output frequency response was measured. The curves 
obtained by experimental measurement is also depicted in same plot with that of 




i= i + 1 G = f3;+tr,G 
No 
~ { T -1 } Hfi.i(J) > = T; ( F- Y.JzNJ1N.G X I- rN.G ) ~. + ~. 




P = C[(jwl- Atr1£(T2- Tt) 
- 17t] + Et(T2- Tt) 
N=O 
P = P + C!t(jw/- A;..tr1£(T;..2- T;..t) 
- 7J;..I] + &t(Tit2- T;..t) 
Yes 
i= i + 1 
1 { ( T -1 H rl..im) = T; [ L- ~ftNJlN.G ] ( I - rN.G ) rN. 
-"'}l'JJlN.)K + N + P } 
c END ) 
Fi~ure 8. Program flow diagram of input to output transfer function 
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being very close shows that the exact technique does feature an unparalleled accuracy. 
The next example involves a current programmed PWM boost converter 
operating in continuous conduction mode (CCM). The circuit diagram is given by 
Figure 13. The procedure of deriving the control to output frequency response by hand, 
implementing the converter circuit and perfonning the measurement are exactly the same 
as those carried out in the frrst example. The two sets of frequency response curves were 
compared in Figure 14. The good matches strengthen the conclusion of the last example. 
The price paid for achieving this high accuracy is the sheer complexity of the 
derivation. The procedures of the derivation diverse greatly from one converter to 
another. Lack of generality prevents a wide application of this technique. The remedy of 
this problem, which is the major part of object studied in this thesis, is an algorithm 
implemented in a computer. Given any specific switched network, i.e., once the state 
space representation of each possible topologies are found, an output in fonn of Bode plot 
will be readily available. Further more another important frequency response describing 
the input to output relationship is also obtained, and the derivation of which is also 
automated by a computer program. Although in this thesis the fluctuating power source 
is assumed as this disturbance input signal, the output response caused by any disturbance 
in the switched network can also be found by executing this program, as long as the state 
space representation for this case can be found. 
The validity of general exact small-signal frequency analysis technique was 
verified by applying its programmed version to those two examples carried out in [ 1 ], 
because the frequency responses for those specific networks derived by hand had been 
proved a sound representation of the system dynamics. The output frequency curves of 
the PWM boost converter operating in DCM produced by this program is given by 
Figure 11, which entirely overlap those derived and verified by Tymerski in [ 1 ]. The 
same method was also applied to find the input to output transfer function. The output 
48 
response curves of the program for this transfer function are shown in Figure 12. For the 
second example, which is the PWM current programmed boost converter, the frequency 
response of control to output produced by the computer is depicted in Figure 15. The 
conclusion of the comparison made between this one and the previous results, together 
with the one of last example, confirms that these programs provide an exact 
representation of the hand-derivation, and furthermore, a more useful analysis measure. 
Also illustrated in Figure 16 is the input to output frequency response of the current 


















Fi&ure 9. The circuit of a PWM boost converter operating in DCM. 
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Fi~ure 10. The control to output frequency response of the PWM boost 
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Fi~ure 12. The input to output frequency response of the PWM boost 
converter operating in DCM. 
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Fieure 13. The circuit of a current programmed PWM boost converter 
operating in CCM. 
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Two frequency response techniques for analyzing switching converters are 
investigated. A linearized small signal model is obtained. The steady state operating 
points are found, which is fundamental for small signal modeling. 
The sampled-data method features a discrete time mathematical description. The 
analytical description of converter waveforms is approached by formulating a difference 
equation which describes the propagation from switching cycle to cycle of a point on a 
converter waveform. The accuracy in high frequency range is restricted due to the fact 
that since the signal is sampled at a fixed time interval it is unable to take sufficient 
information from a signal waveform the frequency of which is higher than half the 
sampling frequency. 
A frequency analysis of time-interval-modulated piecewice linear switched 
networks is introduced. The time varying transfer function is defined and, through a 
Fourier analysis, related to the frequency response of switched network. Over an 
assumed system varying time interval a lengthy derivation is performed. The state is 
evaluated at the end of each subinterval. The values obtained in one system varying 
period are summed up and divided by the period length to fmd the average value. Every 
detail happened is taken account. The benefit for paying this price is that the whole 
procedure will end up with an accurate frequency response in any arbitrary frequency 
value. To overcome the difficulty of sophisticated derivation for a specific converter, an 
algorithm for a CAD application is developed to automate the procedure. The output of 
this procedure includes steady states and switching over instants. The dynamic behavior 
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of the network is performed by applying the exact small-signal frequency analysis 
technique. The accurate and readily available frequency response provides us with a 
powerful tool in analysis and design of various kinds of converters. The application of 
this technique allows an engineer to investigate both steady state and frequency response 
of his design without costly hardware prototyping. 
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